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Abstract: During the construction of prefabricated building, there are some problems such as a time
consuming, low-level of automation when precast concrete members are assembled and positioned.
This paper presents vision-based intelligent assembly alignment guiding technology for columnar
precast concrete members. We study the video images of assembly alignment of the hole at the bottom
of the precast concrete members and the rebar on the ground. Our goal is to predict the trajectory
of the moving target in a future moment and the movement direction at each position during the
alignment process by assembly image sequences. However, trajectory prediction is still subject to the
following challenges: (1) the effect of external environment (illumination) on image quality; (2) small
target detection in complex backgrounds; (3) low accuracy of trajectory prediction results based on
the visual context model. In this paper, we use mask and adaptive histogram equalization to improve
the quality of the image and improved method to detect the targets. In addition, aiming at the low
position precision of trajectory prediction based on the context model, we propose the end point
position-matching equation according to the principle of end point pixel matching of the moving
target and fixed target, as the constraint term of the loss function to improve the prediction accuracy
of the network. In order to evaluate comprehensively the performance of the proposed method on the
trajectory prediction in the assembly alignment task, we construct the image dataset, use Hausdorff
distance as the evaluation index, and compare with existing prediction methods. The experimental
results show that, this framework is better than the existing methods in accuracy and robustness at
the prediction of assembly alignment motion trajectory of columnar precast concrete members.

Keywords: trajectory prediction; image processing; object detection; deep learning; assembly
alignment

1. Introduction

Planning and decision-making are important abilities for an artificial intelligence system.
Motion prediction and guidance based on images is the hot issue in the field of computer vision.
With the development of prefabricated buildings, artificial intelligence is gradually being applied to
the human-computer interaction system in the construction site of prefabricated buildings to assist
in the judgment and operation of some instructions. The research background of this paper is the
installation of column-prefabricated members. There is a hole at the bottom of the precast member,
and our task is to align the hole to the rebar on the ground. In the process of assembly building
construction, after the prefabricated component is hoisted to the designated area, the alignment of
the prefabricated component connection hole and the rebar on the ground is a special peg-in-hole
assembly problem, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, it has become the most important problem that
restricts the intelligent development of the assembly building construction.
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Figure 1. Assembly of column prefabricated component.

As Figure 1 shows, the angle of the embedded hole at the bottom of the precast concrete members
and the reinforcement is close to the ground, which is difficult for human eyes to observe. Therefore,
the intelligent guidance technology is very necessary here. So we built a small laboratory to simulate
the assembly of column prefabricated components in the laboratory to research the guiding technology.
At present, the guiding technology of peg-in-hole assembly is mainly divided into two types: contact
and non-contact. Contact alignment mainly relies on sensor feedback data for position adjustment and
guidance, while non-contact alignment mainly uses visual data for guidance.

1.1. Assembly Technologies

Zhang [1] used a torque sensor data feedback combined with random search method to search
for the hole position at the adjustment phase. This obtains a guiding direction of the next random
search in iterations. The purpose of the orientation adjustment is to align the shaft with the hole
to reduce torque and finally make the random search converges to a reasonable value. The search
phase of this method is time-consuming and sometimes difficult to converge. Visual orientation
needs to be calibrated, and there is a calibration error. Kim et al., [2] proposed that visual servo
could compensate the calibration error of the camera, and the eye-in-hand positioning system was
adopted in this paper. But the axis would usually block the hole when the robot approached it.
A visual servo needs image acquisition, image processing, feature extraction and reconstruction of
three-dimensional information from two-dimensional information. The data to be processed is huge.
It relies on image consistency and is sensitive to the external environment. When the assembly
environment changes, it requires three-dimensional remodeling of object position, which is complex
and time-consuming. For component assembly, the change of assembly environment or assembly
object is a frequent occurrence.

1.2. Computer Vision

In recent years, technologies such as deep learning and computer vision have gradually become
research hotspots and have been applied to tasks such as intelligent assembly and automatic fetching.
P. Ðurović [3] proposed a two-step hand-eye calibration visual servo system, and a simple grasp
planning method based on vision. The method is designed for low-cost visually oriented robots,
the positioning function is realized based on a visual servo, the tag tracking and depth information
is provided by the rgb-d camera, and there are no encoders or other sensors. However, the rgb-d
image of the object obtained by this method is greatly affected by the environment. When the image
noise is large, the edge depth information of the object is easily lost. Wan [4] proposed a multi-mode
visual intelligence system for mechanical assembly which consists of two stages. The key part of the
system is the precision of 3d vision detection, which will be affected when gray-scale distortion occurs,
matching problems of special structure covering a scene [5]. Obviously, due to the characteristics of few
sensors and simple and convenient application, the intelligent system based on visual images has been
applied to various fields [6–8]. Cireşan [9] combine various Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) trained
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on differently preprocessed data into a multi-column DNN, use supervised learning to identify and
classify traffic signs. Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) learning needs a lot of annotated
data, ND in order to solve the problem of high cost of image annotation, Wei [10] propose a simple
to complex (STC) framework in which only image-level annotations are utilized to learn DCNNs for
semantic segmentation. The saliency maps can be automatically obtained by existing bottom-up salient
object detection techniques, where no supervision information is needed. However, whether the weak
supervision method is effective or not largely depends on the compensation method of information loss
in the training process [11]. Wong [12] proposed a colour image enhancement technique introduced
in their work aims at maximizing the information content within an image, whilst minimizing the
presence of viewing artefacts and loss of detail. Singh [13] presents two novel contrast enhancement
approaches using texture regions-based histogram equalization. These methods improve the visual
appearance of the image for better visual interpretation to assist in subsequent image-processing tasks
(analysis, detection, recognition and prediction).

1.3. Modeling and Prediction Based on Deep Learning

An intelligent vision system should not only have simple image modeling and understanding
ability, but also have the ability to perceive and predict based on the existing image information.
Jazayeri [14] describes a comprehensive approach to localize target vehicles in a video under various
environmental conditions. Subsequently, based on the convolutional neural network, researchers
proposed the target detection algorithms such as SSD (Single Shot MultiBox Detector) [15,16] and
You Only Look Once(YOLO) [17]. Leng [18] aiming at the problem that a small target is difficult
to detect, and the SSD algorithm is improved, used two-way transfer of feature information and
feature fusion to enhance the network. Fu [19] combine a state-of-the-art classifier with a fast detection
framework. Dominguez [20] uses a convolutional neural network (CNN) to realize the reliable
detection of pedestrians in a specific direction. They proposed a cnn-based technology that uses
existing pedestrian detection technology to generate a sum difference framework, which is used as the
input of CNN networks (such as AlexNet, GoogleNet and ResNet). In recent years, people have done a
lot of research on data processing and prediction based on deep learning [15,21,22]. In order to gain the
ability to make inferences from complex scenarios, as humans, Walker [23] proposed a simple visual
prediction method, which combines intermediate visual elements with the validity of time modeling.
It can not only predict possible motion in the scene, but also predict the change of object appearance
over time. The CNNs have given the state-of-the-art performance on various two-dimensional image
processing and prediction tasks [24–28]. At present, a deep learning framework for motion direction
and trajectory prediction is mainly applied in panoramic video head motion prediction [7], and the
prediction and planning of the motion path of moving objects [8]. Xu [7] found that deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) can be applied to predict head movement (HM) positions, via maximizing the reward
of imitating human HM scanpaths through the agent’s actions. Yoo [8] considered moving dynamics of
co-occurring objects for path prediction in a scene that includes crowded moving objects. He presented
an algorithm to find the future location of any target object by utilizing the unsupervised learning
results from the model.

In this paper, we use image processing combined with deep learning technology to predict
the motion trajectory and direction of moving targets according to the assembly image sequences,
and proposes a visual intelligent guiding technology for peg-in-hole alignment of columnar precast
concrete members. As Figure 2, the methods for trajectory prediction contain three components:
(1) Image preprocessing, (2) understanding the scene and object detection, (3) and inferring the
motion orientation of moving targets based on the information obtained from an image. In this paper,
a recognition and prediction framework based on a convolution network is established to solve the
prediction problem of assembly trajectory and direction. In this work, we need to capture image
sequences in the assembly video operated by experts, automatically learn these prior knowledge,
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and further plan the motion trajectory. Prior knowledge includes the detection of a target area of
interest and the prediction of a moving target’s trajectory and direction.Symmetry 2019, 11, 629 4 of 20 
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Figure 2. Total process of our approach: (a) Get the coordinate image Iyz of X direction and Ixz of
Y direction. (b) Preprocessing: mask processing and histogram equalization. (c) Object detection
framework. (d) Trajectory prediction framework. (e) Direction estimator. The assembly coordinate
system X-Y-Z established with the steel bar as the dot.

2. Our Approach

Our goal is to establish a framework to solve the prediction problem of motion trajectory and
direction of a moving target. Firstly, we use mask technology and histogram equalization to preprocess
the image. Secondly, the target position is detected through the target detection model. The position
matching model is used to predict the position and direction of the moving target. As shown in
Figure 3, we get the assembly images I = {Iyz, Ixz} in X and Y directions in the assembly coordinate
system, define the embedded hole at the bottom of the precast concrete members as moving target C,
and define the reinforcement as fixed target B. After the object detection model, we obtain bounding
boxes of fixed target B = (xb, yb, wb, hb) and moving target C = (xc, yc, wc, hc). xb, yb, wb, hb are
respectively the center point coordinate, the width, and the height of bounding box of fixed target B. xc,
yc, wc, hc are respectively the center point coordinate, the width, and the height of the bounding box of
moving target C.Symmetry 2019, 11, 629 5 of 20 
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The image coordinate systems y-z and x-z are established along the X and Y directions in the
assembly coordinate system, respectively, and the images Iyz and Ixz are obtained. We formalize the
original scene into a grid diagram, as shown in Figure 3. Ds is composed of a series of adjacent position
block diagrams, so that each block corresponds to a specific position Si of the scene. We call Ds the
decision area, so as to represent the future appearance position of the moving target. The higher
excitation value is, the higher matching probability between the moving target and the position will
be. According to Figure 3 (a), the movement direction of the moving target in the X direction in the
future can be obtained. Similarly, according to Figure 3 (b), the movement direction of the moving
target in the Y direction in the future can be obtained. The end point of the moving target trajectory is
matched with the fixed target. Trajectory prediction terminates when the center abscissa of moving
target bounding box is equal to the center abscissa of a fixed target bounding box.

Therefore, the trajectory prediction problem of assembly alignment is transformed into position
matching and direction judging. Establish the loss function:

L(s) =
∑
Si∈I

R(si) (1)

R is the cost equation, Si represents the specific position of the block in the image corresponding
to the scene.

2.1. Object Detection Network

First, we establish an object detection model. Due to the particularity of the objects tested in this
paper, the existing detection algorithms should be improved and optimized to make them adapt to our
target detection. The main process of current mainstream detection algorithms [29–31] can be divided
into the following parts: (1) the depth feature of the whole input image is extracted by the depth neural
network; (2) feature capture boxes of different sizes were designed for depth feature maps of different
scales. These boxes were matched with the real target frame for training; (3) predicting the target
category and the real target frame by extracting the features of depth feature graph corresponding to
these feature capture boxes; (4) filtering and outputting the best prediction results.

The object detection model in this paper is improved on the basis of SSD [16], and its detection
and recognition process can be solved by the same network. SSD (Single Shot MultiBox Detector) is a
method for detecting objects in images using a single deep neural network. It discretizes the output
space of bounding boxes into a set of default boxes over different aspect ratios and scales per feature
map location. At prediction time, the network generates scores for the presence of each object category
in each default box and produces adjustments to the box to better match the object shape.

It can be seen that the input of the target detection model in this paper is the image sequence of
the video. Use a basic deep learning model network to extract features from the whole image, and the
deconvolution layer is added to the end of the feature layer, which improved detection accuracy of
large scale background, especially for small targets. As shown in Figure 4, the object detection network
includes conv1, pool1, conv2_2, conv3_2, conv4_2, conv5_2, and DSSD layers. There is a pooling layer
behind conv1. The conv2_2 layer was disposed of with 3 × 3 × 256 s2 convolution kernel, where
s2 means that convolution step length is 2. The convolution process here uses the atrous algorithm,
and then take the convolution operation again with the convolution kernel of 1 × 1 × 128 to get the
feature graph for detection and recognition. The next step is to extract the local features from the
multi-scale feature graph and use the obtained features to predict the results. All potential targets
were detected by feature fusion using the improved SSD, and then the improved SSD detection results
were re-evaluated using the improved visual reasoning method. The proposed end-to-end connection
allows feature maps of each output layer to contain rich features, details and semantic information [19].
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Figure 4. Object detection network includes conv1, pool1, conv2_2, conv3_2, conv4_2, conv5_2, and
DSSD layers. There is a pooling layer behind conv1. The conv2_2 layer was disposed with 3 × 3 ×
256-s2 convolution kernel, where s2 means that convolution step length is 2. The convolution process
here uses the atrous algorithm.

The SSD training objective is derived from the MultiBox objective but is extended to handle
multiple object categories. The overall objective loss function is a weighted sum of the localization loss
(loc) and the confidence loss:

L(x, c, l, g) =
1
N

+ (Lcon f (x, c) + αLloc(x, l, g)) (2)

where N is the number of matched default boxes. If N = 0, wet set the loss to 0. The localization loss is
a Smooth L1 loss between the predicted box (l) and the ground truth box (g) parameters. The weight
term α is set to 1 by cross validation.

Lloc(x, l, g) =
N∑

i∈pos

∑
m∈{cx,cy,w,h}

xk
i jsmoothL1(lmi − ĝm

j ), (3)

ĝcx
j =

(gcx
j − dcx

i )

dw
i

, (4)

ĝcy
j =

gcy
j − dcy

i

dh
i

, (5)

ĝw
j = log(

gw
j

dw
i
), (6)

ĝh
j = log(

gh
j

dh
i

), (7)

Lcon f () is used to measure the predictive performance of bounding boxes. ĝm
j represents the

deviation between the real target frame of the j-th target and the frame of the feature capture box,
m ∈

{
cx, cy, w, h

}
, (cx, cy) represents the coordinate of the center point of the frame, {w, h} indicates the

width and height of the frame.

Lcon f (x, c) = −
N∑

i∈pos

xp
ij log(ĉp

i ) −
∑

i∈neg

log(ĉ0
i ) (8)

ĉp
i =

exp(cp
i )∑

p exp(cp
i )

, (9)
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Lcon f () is used to measure the recognition performance, xp
ij = {1, 0} indicates whether the i-th box

matches the boundary box of the j-th target of the object p.
Due to the particularity of the object extracted in this paper, we reset the proportion of feature

capture boxes. Assuming that there are n characteristic graphs, the scale parameters can be expressed
as follows:

sk = smin + (
smax − smin

n− 1
)·(k− 1), k ∈ [1, n], (10)

smin is minimum scale parameter, smax is maximum scale parameter. Since the detection targets in
this paper are circular holes and rebar, the length-width ratio parameter of bounding boxes is set to
ar ∈

{
2, 3, 1

2 , 1
3

}
.The bounding boxes include the information of center point coordinates (x,y), width and

height (w,h) and confidence.

2.2. Trajectory Prediction Network

We built a reward network to model the interaction among moving targets (holes), fixed targets
(rebar), and moving regions in the scene. Intuitively, when the fixed target is on the left side of the
moving target, the moving target should be moved to the left. When the fixed target is on the right
side of the moving target, the moving target should be moved to the right. In the training phase,
we develop a depth context model called the trajectory prediction framework to learn object context
information from the sequence of images. As shown in Figure 4, after extracting features from the
target position image through the convolutional layer, the two-dimensional array was transformed into
a one-dimensional array through the flatten layer. This is because the processing of two-dimensional
array by Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM is not only time-consuming, but also requires a large
amount of computation. LSTM processes one-dimensional data which have sequence characteristics.
After processing is complete, the data are transformed into a two-dimensional array by reshape function
and output them as a costmap.

We use multi-layer convolutional neural network to extract the mapping relationship between
assembly image sequence features and the trajectory of moving target. In the testing phase, we can get
the matching likelihood r of the prediction area and actual area of the moving target:

rm
c,t =

1
M−m

M∑
t=m

e−
1
2 (

D((
∧

xc, t ,
∧

yc, t),(xc, t ,yc, t))
ρ )

2

, (11)

Image sequence number m ranging from 1 to M. D defines the patch difference, (x̂, ŷ) is the central
coordinate of the prediction patch, (x, y) is the center coordinate of the actual patch, and ρ is the
standard deviations of Gaussian distributions, as the hyper-parameters.

In our approach, global-shared parameters θ are updated via an accumulating gradient [30].
we can optimize reward r as follows:

dθ← dθ+∇θ
M∑

t=m

rm
c,t, (12)

In this paper, global-shared parameters θ are the weight coefficients of the neural network.
∇θ represents the gradient. The convolution operation ensures that each pixel has a weight coefficient,
which is shared by the whole convolution layer. In the process of training neural networks, they are
constantly updated to make the predicted output close to the actual output.

Finally, based on the above equations, RMSProp [7] is applied to optimize rewards in the training
data. RMSProp is an adaptative learning rate method that has found much success in practice which
proposes to normalize the gradients by an exponential moving average of the magnitude of the gradient
for each parameter:

vt = αvt−1 + (1− α)(∇ f )2, (13)
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where 0 < α < 1 denotes the decay rate. v is the state variable. The update step is given by

θt = θt−1 + ε
∇ f (θt−1)
√

vt + λ
, (14)

where ε is the learning rate and λ is a damping factor.
For the image sequence t = m, we can generate reward equation for Ic by inputting the sliding

window p(Si) into the network:

Rreward(si) = Fs(Ic, p(si), rm
c,t; ε), (15)

Rreward(Si) is the reward rm
c,t for each position Si. p(Si) represents a sliding window. The larger

value means the higher reward for that position, namely the higher probability the object will reach
that position in the future. FS represents the forward propagation function, and ε is learning rate.

Different objects may have same relationships with the different region of the scene. Rreward(Si) is
used to establish the cost equation:

Rco(si =
1

1 + e−α(Rreward(si)−η)
), (16)

α is the excitation attenuation coefficient. η is the equilibrium coefficient. Set it to 5, as the scale of
reward r is [0:1].

End point position matching. Firstly, we know the end point of the movement is above the
reinforcement instead of touching it. According to the above, as Figure 5, we have formalized the
semantic understanding of images into object detection and position matching. By contrast with those
mentioned in papers [7,8] earlier, the image reward modeling in our paper is not only related to the
moving target, but also with the fixed target. In this paper, aiming at the uncertainty of the visual
context model in the prediction of the path ending point, the end point position matching equation is
established as the constraint term of the loss function according to the principle of pixel matching of
the moving target and fixed target. When the abscissa of moving target Ic in the image is equal to the
abscissa of fixed target Ib, we consider that this point is the optimal endpoint position in the decision
region DS. Set the end point position matching equation as follows:

Ccon(si) =
1

1 + e−(x̂c,M−xb)
2 , (17)

When t =M, the end point position of the trajectory si,M = (x̂c,M, ŷc,M). This equation indicates
that the moving target point whose abscissa x̂c,M is closest to the abscissa xb of the fixed target in the
trajectory is the optimal endpoint, and the predict trajectory is closest to the real trajectory.

According to the above mentioned formulas (6) and (7), we describe the loss function of the
trajectory as the following equation:

L(s) = min[(1− ε)
∑

si∈Ds

Rco(si) + εCcon
si∈Ds

(si)], (18)
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Figure 5. Prediction network: after extracting features from the target position image through the
convolutional layer, the two-dimensional array was transformed into a one-dimensional array through
the flatten layer. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) processes one-dimensional data which have
sequence characteristics. After processing is complete, the data are transformed into a two dimensional
array by reshape function and output them as costmap.

Rco(si) is cost equation, Ccon(si) is Constraint term, we call this the endpoint position matching
equation. According to experience, ε is set to 0.2.

Direction estimator. Determine the motion direction of each predicted position, and establish the
direction discriminant equation as follows:

Dr

{
+X/+Y x̂c,t−xb<0
−X/−Y x̂c,t−xb>0 , (19)

x̂c,t is the abscissa of the moving target at time t, xb is the abscissa of the fixed target. +X/ + Y/ −
X/ −Y is the motion direction of the moving target in the assembly coordinate system. We give the
trajectory prediction algorithm as Table 1.

Table 1. Trajectory prediction algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Trajectory prediction

Input: Scene image {I1, I2, . . . , It}, learning rate ψ, and the ground-truth positions of the moving
target Ic {(x1, y1), . . . , (xM, yM)}.
Initialize global-shared parameters θ− ← θ
Initialize network gradients dθ← 0
for t = 1 to M do
Crop out the Ds positions according to scene images and moving target (xc,t, yc,t).
for i = 1 to N do
Extract prediction positions according to (x̂c,t, ŷc,t) and the scene patches with an overlapped
sliding window on it.
-Rreward(si) = Fs(Ic, p(si), rt;ψ);
i← i + 1
end for

dθ← dθ+∇θ
M∑

t=m
rm

c,t

Obtain the cost map according to Equations (6)–(8)
Calculate the Hausdorff distance.
Calculate Dr, direction distinguish.
end
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3. Experiments

3.1. Dataset

We build CNNs based on the TensorFlow. In this section, we set up the experimental platform as
shown in Figure 6, and establish the image data set of the hole and reinforcement.
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Figure 6. Laboratory furniture.

We divide peg-in-hole alignment motions into 9 types according to their relative positions,
as shown in Figure 6. The database contains 120 video sequences. We intercept 7500 associated images
from video sequences and conduct clipping processing to adapt to our network and mark the targets in
images manually. We store tag files in annotations files, which contain information about the location
of the target. We store the training and test images in the Images file. The training and validation data
sets accounted for 60% and the test data set accounted for 40%.

As in Figure 7, we placed two cameras aligned with the axis of the reinforcement. However,
the camera placement process needs some positioning equipment to assist it, which can not only ensure
the accuracy of data acquisition but also increase the flexibility of placement. In this paper, we use
the electronic level ruler for construction to assist the camera placement. The electronic level ruler
for construction is an intelligent inclination measuring instrument developed by using digital angle
sensor and many modern technologies. It has the function of measuring absolute angle, relative angle,
slope and level. The electronic level ruler for construction is placed on the platform to make it vertical
to the reinforcement, and draw the vertical line, place the camera on the vertical line and the distance
and height are determined according to the image.Symmetry 2019, 11, 629 11 of 20 
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respectively in the X and Y directions of the assembly coordinate system.
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3.2. Preprocessing

Because the contrast and brightness of the training samples are not consistent, the image often
appears bright or dark (as shown in Figure 8), which will have a great impact on the recognition
effect of the network. Histogram equalization is used for some images to enhance the training effect.
Histogram equalization is to transform the gray histogram of the original image from a relatively
concentrated gray range into a uniform distribution within a gray range. Histogram equalization is to
stretch the image non-linearly and reassign the pixel value of the image, so that the number of pixels in
a certain gray scale is approximately the same.
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Figure 8. The left side of the graph is the image and histogram before processing, and the right side
is the image and histogram after processing. In the first line, the maximum number of pixels before
processing is 14,739, and the maximum number of pixels after processing is 4734. In the second line,
the maximum number of pixels before processing is 14,739, and the maximum number of pixels after
processing is 4734. As can be seen from the figure, the processed image has a more balanced distribution
of pixels. The yellow arrow indicates that an image block whose average pixel value exceeds the
intensity limit allocates redundant pixels to its adjacent image blocks.

We use r and s to denote the gray level of the original image and the gray level of the histogram
after equalization. For images, the normalized gray level was distributed in the range of 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
In the [0,1] interval, r is transformed as follows:

s = T(r), (20)

The inverse transformation from s to r is expressed in the following form:

r = T−1(s), (21)

The probability density of r is Pr(r), and the probability density of s can be calculated from Pr(r):

Ps(s) = (Pr(r)
dr
ds
)
∣∣∣∣r=T−1(s) , (22)

The transformation function is expressed as:

s = T(r) =
∫ r

0
pr(ω)dω, (23)

ω is integral variable and
∫ r

0 pr(ω)dω is the cumulative distribution function of r.
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Calculate the derivative of r in the formula:

ds
dr

=
dT(r)

dr
= pr(r), (24)

Take the result into (12), we can get:

ps(s) = [pr(r)· dr
ds ]r=T−1(s)

= [pr(r)· 1
ds/dr ]r=T−1(s)

= [pr(r)· 1
pr(r)

] = 1
, (25)

It can be seen that the probability density of the variable s in its definition domain is evenly
distributed after transformation. Therefore, using the cumulative distribution function of r as the
transformation function, we can produce a gray level image with uniform probability density.

Processing flow: Step 1. The image boundary is extended so that it can be exactly segmented
into subblocks. Assume that the area of each sub-block is tileSizeTotal, The subblock coefficient is
lutScale = 255/tileSizeTotal. Handle the default limit limit = MAX (1, limit × tileSizeTotal/256);

Step 2. For each subblock, calculate the histogram;
Step 3. Use the preset limit value to limit the gray level of each subblock histogram, and count the

number of pixels in the histogram that exceeds limit value;
Step 4. Calculate the cumulative histogram tileLut for each subblock, tileLut[i] = sum[i]× LutScale;

sum[i] represents the number of pixels in the cumulative histogram; LutScale ensures that tileLut has a
value of (0, 255).

Step 5. Traversing each point of the original image, consider the tileLut of subblock of this point
and the right, lower and lower right subblocks, take the original gray value as the index to get 4 values,
and then do the bilinear interpolation to get the gray value after the transformation of the point.

3.3. Training

We input the sorted image sequence into the target detection network in groups, obtain the
significant target position, and then input it into the direction matching network. The cost map of the
trajectory of a moving target is generated as the output of the trajectory prediction network. Finally,
the results of motion direction were output after direction estimator.

(1) Input the image sequence with target annotation into the object detection network, and supervised
learning is used to train and output images with significant target frames.

(2) After grouping and sorting the significant target image sequences, they are input into the
trajectory prediction network for training and feature extraction. Calculate reward from the
reward estimator with (3), which measures how close the prediction region to the ground-truth
region. Generate cost map.

(3) Obtain the motion directions through the direction estimator.

3.4. Results

Trajectory prediction. Figure 9 shows some qualitative results generated by our method on
different positions of the evaluation set. The cost map indicates the higher probability of moving target
appearing in some places, and the trajectory of moving target in the future is formed by connecting
the higher probability regions. It can be seen from the cost map that the predicted motion trajectory
not only changes in the abscissa of the image, but also changes in the ordinate, and breakpoints
will occur when the ordinate of the trajectory changes. This is because during the alignment of the
moving target (hole) and fixed target (reinforcement), the movement of the moving target in the
perpendicular direction to the camera will change its y-coordinate projection in the image coordinate
system, but the change ratio of the y-coordinate projection in the image is significantly smaller than
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that of the x-coordinate projection. Visually, the predicted paths are close to our human’s inference.
In general, our framework is able to predict the trajectory and direction of motion correctly.Symmetry 2019, 11, 629 14 of 20 
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Figure 9. (a) Represents the original image processed by mask. (b) Represents the gray image after
histogram equalization processing. (c) Represents costmap of motion trajectory. (d) Represents the
result of direction estimator.
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Confusion matrix. In order to show the prediction performance of the network, we use a confusion
matrix to record data. The confusion matrix is a situation analysis table which summarizes the
prediction results of the model in machine learning. The records in the data set are aggregated in
the form of a matrix according to the two criteria of real classification and predicted classification.
We represent the prediction results of the network model for each trajectory point in the form of binary
classification, as shown in Figure 10.Symmetry 2019, 11, 629 15 of 20 
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Figure 10. The rows of the matrix represent the ground truth, and the columns of the matrices represent
the predicted values. TP = number of true positives, TN = number of true negatives, FN = number of
false negatives, and FP = number of false positives.

From Figure 10, we can see that the number of true positives is highest, and the number of false
negatives is more than number of false positives, which shows the missed detections are more than the
false detections. Due to the large number of true negatives, we do not give the statistics of TN.

Closed loop trajectory. Although previous experiments have described the predicted trajectory
at different positions, the analysis of the closed-loop trajectory of the moving target in the assembly
alignment task is also of great significance. In this set of experiments, we performed this evaluation by
depicting two sets of three-dimensional trajectories based on the predicted trajectories.

The results that have been obtained are represented in Figure 11. The green trajectory in the
figure is the line from the moving target point to the fixed target point, which is also the ground
truth trajectory. The red curve represents the trajectory we predicted. It can be seen from the results
that the trajectory we predicted can connect the moving target point with the fixed target point,
which indicates that the assembly work can be successfully completed according to the trajectory we
predicted. In addition, it can be seen that the predicted trajectory curve is not very different from the
ground truth trajectory, which indicates that our prediction method can adapt to different assembly
conditions and can complete assembly operations efficiently.

Contrast Experiment: Since there are no works on the motion trajectory prediction and modeling
of peg-in-hole alignment of precast concrete members, we can only compare the method in this paper
with the two existing prediction methods [7,8] in our data set. Since the existing prediction methods are
different from the prediction tasks in this paper, the methods and parameters provided by them are used
for experiments. The results are shown in Figure 12. The first row are images after mask processing,
and it can be seen that the images processed by the mask remove the most useless background.
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Figure 11. Closed loop trajectories of two groups of assembly motions: (a) image of Iyz; (b) image of
Ixz; (c) ground truth trajectory of Iyz; (d) ground truth trajectory of Ixz; (e) predicted trajectory of Iyz;
(f) predicted trajectory of Ixz; (g) closed loop trajectory.

As Figure 12 is shown, the second row are the grayscale images processed by histogram
equalization, which contain the result of direction discrimination. The third row shows the actual
trajectory images manually annotated. We mark the trajectory points from different expert videos
and that is why the points of ground truth row have different intensities. Brighter points indicate
that these points appear more frequently in all expert videos, while darker points indicate that these
points appear less frequently all expert videos. The fourth row shows the cost maps generated by our
method, in this paper, the excitation value r of each position in the image is extracted by using the
sliding window, and then the corresponding cost value of each position is calculated by using the cost
equation (16). When the predicted position of the moving target is close to the actual position, the cost
value of this position is relatively low. Therefore, the location with a high pixel value in the cost map
indicates that the moving target (hole) will have a high probability to appear at this location in the
future. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the predicted trajectory is roughly the same as the actual
trajectory, and the end position of the predicted trajectory is more accurate compared with the other
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two methods, which also indicates the correctness of the end point pixel matching method used in this
paper. But there are some breakpoints in the middle part of the trajectory, and the breakpoint part
usually occurs where the ordinate of the trajectory changes. This indicates that the movement of the
moving target (hole) in the perpendicular direction to the camera reduces the prediction accuracy of
the network, while the movement of the moving target (hole) in the parallel direction to the camera
has no influence on the prediction accuracy.
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Figure 12. Some qualitative comparison results. Each column represents a sample. First row represents
the image after the mask processing. Second row represents the direction discrimination result.
The third row represents ground-truth trajectory. The other rows respectively show the predicted
trajectories generated by different approaches: ours, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) and Visual
Value Prediction (VVP).

The fifth row shows the trajectory prediction images generated by the [7] method. The breakpoint
condition of this trajectory is serious, and the predicted trajectory has a low matching degree with the
actual trajectory. The sixth row are the trajectory prediction images generated by the [8] method. It can
be seen that this method is not suitable for the trajectory prediction of peg-in-hole alignment. It can be
seen from the comparison images that the predicted trajectory generated by the method in this paper
has the highest matching degree with the actual trajectory, and it is obviously better than the other two
methods on the trajectory prediction of peg-in-hole alignment.
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Hausdorff distance. In order to make an explicit quantitative comparison between our method
and the existing methods, in this paper, Hausdorff distance [32] is used as the evaluation metric to
measure the matching degree between the predicted trajectory and the actual trajectory. Hausdorff
distance is a measure to describe the similarity between two sets of points. It is a definition form of the
distance between two sets of points: Suppose there are two sets A = {a1, . . . , ap} and B = {b1, . . . , bq},
the Hausdorff distance between the two sets of points is defined as

H(A, B) = max(h(A, B), h(B, A)), (26)

h(A, B) = max(a ∈ A)min(b ∈ B)‖a− b‖, (27)

h(B, A) = max(b ∈ B)min(a ∈ A)‖b− a‖, (28)

‖·‖ is the normal form of distance between point set A and point set B.
The quantitative comparison results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen from the table that the

Hausdorff distance between the predicted trajectories proposed in this paper and the actual trajectories
is the smallest, which indicates that their matching degree is the highest. In order to further verify
the validity of the end point position matching equation, an experimental result which removes the
end point position matching equation is shown as Ours(w/o). It can be seen from the results that
after removing this equation, the Hausdorff distance of Ours(w/o) increases and the matching degree
decreases, which is close to the result of DRL. This indicates that the end point position matching
equation will significantly enhance the prediction performance of our network.

Table 2. Quantitative comparison results.

Frames No. 331# 585# 148# 472# 981# 688#
MeanValue

Moving Direction +X −Y −X −Y +X +Y

Hausdorff
distance

DRL 29.13 16.75 27.48 28.18 14.27 21.42 22.87
VVP 32.48 19.72 31.15 31.20 19.88 24.19 26.44

Ours(w/o) 24.54 15.53 26.83 29.47 15.57 20.61 22.09
Ours 12.28 10.15 11.57 13.09 10.55 11.62 11.54

Success rate is the fraction or percentage of success among a number of tests. Some assembly
operations need to be completed outdoors. The effect of wind load on assembly operations is considered
here. When the wind speed reaches a certain level, it will cause the members to sway, which will affect
the success rate of the assembly. We test it under different wind speeds, and count the results of the
experiments, and compar the success rate of several methods, to give a much better indication of the
usability, as in Table 3.

Table 3. Success rate under different wind speed.

Wind Speed (m/s) 0 1.5 3.3 5.4

Number of tests 500 500 500 500

Success rate

DRL 21.2% 10.2% 1.4% 0.2%
VVP 18.6% 5.8% 0.4% 0
Visual servo 53.6% 21.2% 15.8% 8.6%
Ours 62.0% 37.6% 20.8% 12.4%

Visual servo as a traditional method of visual guidance is added for comparison. It can be seen
from the table that our method has the highest success rate, but with the increase of wind speed,
the success rate gradually decreases, but is still higher than the other methods. This shows that the
wind speed has a great influence on the method. In this paper, a neural network is developed to imitate
the assembly process of human beings. This emphasizes the interaction between the vision system
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and its environment. It does not use other sensors for closed-loop control. We hope to improve its
assembly success rate through continuous training, and ultimately make it have the assembly ability
close to human beings.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a deep learning framework is proposed to solve the trajectory prediction problem
of the moving target (hole at the bottom of precast concrete members). We build an object detection
model, trajectory prediction model and specific inference algorithms to predict the trajectory and
motion direction of the moving target. In addition, the proposed object detection was combined with
the LSTM network to model the moving target image sequence, and at the same time to carry out the
deep feature learning of visual representation, which greatly improved the ability to understand the
assembly scene.

(1) Aiming at the problem of complex backgrounds, difficult to detect small targets, and influence
of the sunlight in assembly images, we use mask and adaptive histogram equalization to preprocess
images. Additionally, we analyze the influence of different wind speeds on the success rate of assembly
testing. Based on the image sequence, a unified image coordinate system is established and the image
quality is greatly improved.

(2) Aiming at the low position precision of trajectory prediction based on the context model,
we propose the end point position matching equation according to the principle of end point pixel
matching of the moving target and fixed target, as the constraint term of the loss function to improve
the prediction accuracy of the network.

(3) Hausdorff distance is introduced as an indicator in the comparative experiment to evaluate
the performance of the model in the task of predicting the assembly alignment motion trajectory,
and analyze the characteristics and the causes of breakpoints in the trajectory. The results show that
the method proposed in this paper has higher prediction accuracy and robustness in the aspect of
motion prediction of precast concrete members compared with the existing methods.
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